**Year 3 Easter Activities**

Hello all, I hope you are doing lots of fun activities at home. Here are some activities that you will hopefully enjoy doing over Easter!

1) Do an Easter scavenger hunt: You need to find items in the house that spell out EASTER. The first letter of the item has to be one of the letters in Easter. E.g. E: egg, A: alarm clock, S: sofa, T: teddy bear, E: earrings, R: red crayon. The first person to spell the Easter wins.

2) Design your own colourful Easter egg.

3) Write an acrostic poem with the word Easter or something Easter related.

4) Read the Easter story: [https://www.topmarks.co.uk/easter/easterstory.aspx](https://www.topmarks.co.uk/easter/easterstory.aspx)

5) Easter egg hunt. If you don’t have any Easter eggs. Draw some and hide them instead.

6) Design an Easter bunny outfit.

7) Make an Easter bonnet using junk modelling, card or other arts and crafts that you may have.

8) Watch the Easter story: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HL8R158Ujp4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HL8R158Ujp4)

9) Make Easter animals with paper or card.

10) Make a 3D paper mache egg (newspaper or paper, PVA glue or flour, balloon, paints)
    Blow up the balloon and put it in something that will hold it in place. Then mix some glue or flour with some water. Tear up the bits of newspaper or paper and stick them to the balloon with the glue mixture. Cover the balloon except the tied end and leave to dry. When the balloon is dried, use something sharp like a pin and pierce the balloon so that it deflates and comes out of the paper mache shell. Now you can paint the outside and decorate it.